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Abstract: Guided by a corpus linguistics approach, in this article we present a comparative evaluation
of State-of-the-Art (SotA) models, with a special focus on Transformers, to address the task of
Fake News Spreaders (i.e., users that share Fake News) detection. First, we explore the reference
multilingual dataset for the considered task, exploiting corpus linguistics techniques, such as chi-
square test, keywords and Word Sketch. Second, we perform experiments on several models for
Natural Language Processing. Third, we perform a comparative evaluation using the most recent
Transformer-based models (RoBERTa, DistilBERT, BERT, XLNet, ELECTRA, Longformer) and other
deep and non-deep SotA models (CNN, MultiCNN, Bayes, SVM). The CNN tested outperforms all the
models tested and, to the best of our knowledge, any existing approach on the same dataset. Fourth,
to better understand this result, we conduct a post-hoc analysis as an attempt to investigate the
behaviour of the presented best performing black-box model. This study highlights the importance
of choosing a suitable classifier given the specific task. To make an educated decision, we propose
the use of corpus linguistics techniques. Our results suggest that large pre-trained deep models like
Transformers are not necessarily the first choice when addressing a text classification task as the one
presented in this article. All the code developed to run our tests is publicly available on GitHub.

Keywords: fake news; misinformation; Natural Language Processing (NLP); transformers; Twitter;
convolutional neural networks; text classification; deep learning; machine learning; user classification;
author profiling; corpus linguistics; linguistic analysis

1. Introduction

Fake News (FN) is not a recent problem. If, centuries ago, someone wrote that “A lie
can travel halfway around the world while the truth is putting on its shoes”—quotation
wrongly attributed to Mark Twain—now it can be certainly agreed that FN propagate faster,
thanks to the advent of internet and, especially, of social media, by which information
can reach simultaneously and anonymously every corner of the earth [1]. The growing
use of social networks facilitated sharing non-intermediated contents. The evaluation
of credibility is left to users’ judgment, often compromised by the challenges posed by
unfamiliar topics.

Since Russia’s recent invasion of Ukraine on 24 February, social media have played a
major role in spreading propaganda news, rumours and false or misleading news, photos
and videos (https://tinyurl.com/EDMO-factChecking-Ukraine; https://edition.cnn.com/
2022/03/05/politics/fact-check-fake-cnn-ukraine/index.html; https://observers.france2
4.com/en/europe/20220303-debunked-ukraine-russia-resistance; https://www.forbes.
com/sites/kateoflahertyuk/2022/02/25/russia-ukraine-crisis-how-to-tell-if-pictures-and-
videos-are-fake/, accessed on 15 August 2022). A blurry video claiming to show a
Ukrainian girl confronting a Russian soldier generated 12 million views on TikTok and
nearly 1 million views on Twitter. But actually it shows the Palestinian girl Ahed Tamimi,
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aged 11 at the time, confronting an Israeli soldier after her older brother was arrested in
2012 (https://www.bbc.com/news/60554910, accessed on 15 August 2022). In this sense,
FN becomes a useful weapon to mislead the enemy or populations about reality. However,
this is only one of the most recent examples of FN. Not far in time, misinformation during
COVID-19 pandemic caused what it has been called an infodemic. It provoked, among
others, deaths due to direct consumption of alcohol and chloroquine-based detergents,
ingested to avoid the risk of coronavirus infection (https://edition.cnn.com/2020/03/
23/africa/chloroquine-trump-nigeria-intl/index.html, accessed on 15 August 2022) [2].
Looking further back in time, FN threatened our society misleading political events—such
as the 2016 U.S. Presidential election or Brexit referendum [3].

The definition of FN is quite complex and a thorough account of the subject goes
beyond this article purposes. In this article, we use a broad definition to cover all the
different types of FN, i.e., false or misleading information presented as legitimate news
which is (un)intentionally spread online by users. For a more consistent background on the
subject, from different perspectives see [4–7].

Issues connected to FN are related to the speed at which FN spreads, the increasing
amount of published FN, and the fact that FN Spreaders (henceforth, FNS) often add
misinformation to verified news. In [8] authors discuss how FN exploit consumers’ vulner-
abilities triggering negative emotions and irrational reactions. To prevent FN from being
spread among online users, a near real-time reaction is crucial. Due to these types of issues,
human fact-checking and manual methods for FN detection are not feasible in terms of
time and cost. Furthermore, in [9] the author shows that humans’ ability to detect FN is
only slightly better than chance. This skill is generally complicated by the confirmation
bias phenomenon (i.e., believing information that confirms prior beliefs or values) [10].
Artificial intelligence methods are indeed needed.

In order to develop intelligent systems, expert-annotated news data collected on
platforms such as Snopes (https://www.snopes.com, accessed on 15 August 2022) or
PolitiFact (https://www.politifact.com, accessed on 15 August 2022) have been essential.
The rising attention that FN has gained during the last years has led to the development of
several datasets (see [11] for a survey), taxonomies stressing the importance of different
concepts characterising it [6,12,13], and shared tasks for exploring how machine learning
and Natural Language Processing (NLP) techniques can be employed to handle the FN
detection issue.

In this article, we compare performances of recent Transformer-based architectures to
several other machine learning models (deep and non-deep). In addition, we analyse the
best performing model on the dataset for detecting FNS, and try to explain its behaviour
guided by the dataset linguistic analysis and the outputs of the model layers. Investigating
the responses, the analysis of the best performing model copes with the growing need of
explaining and understanding the behaviour of modern AI tools [14,15]. Therefore, the
main contributions of our study are:

• Analysing linguistic features of FNS and non-Fake News Spreaders (henceforth, nFNS)
using corpus linguistics techniques;

• Comparing several State-of-the-Art (SotA) models to assess the impact of different
architectures on the same dataset;

• On the basis of our comparative evaluation and our preliminary linguistic analysis,
proving that large pre-trained models are not necessarily the optimal solution for the
proposed task;

• Observing and investigating the behaviour of the best performing model (a shallow
CNN) through a post-hoc analysis of the model layer outputs.

The remainder of this article is organised as follows: in Section 2 we briefly describe
significant studies about FN and FNS. In Section 3, we present the models used for the
comparative evaluation, the dataset, the preliminary analysis, and experimental setup
to fully replicate our tests. In Section 4 we present and discuss the results of the evalu-
ated models. In Section 5 we inspect how the best performing model operates on some

https://www.bbc.com/news/60554910
https://edition.cnn.com/2020/03/23/africa/chloroquine-trump-nigeria-intl/index.html
https://edition.cnn.com/2020/03/23/africa/chloroquine-trump-nigeria-intl/index.html
https://www.snopes.com
https://www.politifact.com
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input samples, investigating and explaining its behaviour via the comparison with our
preliminary linguistic analysis findings. In Section 6 we conclude the article.

All the code developed to run our tests is publicly available on GitHub (https://
github.com/marco-siino/fake_news_spreaders_detection, accessed on 15 August 2022).

2. Related Work

The FN topic has been tackled in different ways: as a stance detection task (http:
//www.fakenewschallenge.org, accessed on 15 August 2022), as an information verifica-
tion task (https://fever.ai/2018/task.html, accessed on 15 August 2022), or as an author
profiling task (https://pan.webis.de/clef20/pan20-web/author-profiling.html, accessed
on 15 August 2022)—the Profiling Fake News Spreaders on Twitter (henceforth, PFNSoT)
shared task organised by PAN committee [16]—or as an issue related to other tasks, such
as rumour detection [17,18], clickbait detection [19,20], and bot detection [21,22]. Tackling
FN detection issue as an author profiling task puts the attention not just on the FN, which
can change over time [8], but on the users sharing them, hence focusing on more stable
features going beyond current FN topics. In this section we focus on related work that have
approached FN from two different perspectives: as information verification task and as an
author profiling task. First, we introduce the task of detecting FN, focusing on the most
relevant shared tasks, methods and references. Second, we present recent studies on the
detection of FNS. Also in this case, we address the most relevant international shared tasks,
the best performing methods, and the main references.

It is worth mentioning a recent increase in the use of Explainable AI (XAI) methods in
place of black box-based approaches for text classification tasks. A few of these methods are
based on graphs [23] and are used in text classification as well as in traffic prediction [24],
computer vision [25] and social networking [26]. Other interesting developments in text
classification methods are the ones based on early and late fusion [27], on ensemble [28,29]
and on data augmentation [30].

2.1. Fake News Detection

In decreasing time order, the most popular shared tasks on detecting rumours are
the Constraint@AAAI2021-COVID19 Fake News Detection challenge [31], RumourEval-
2019 [18] and RumourEval-2017 [17]. In [32] the authors present an interesting overview
of the methods proposed by participants at the three above-mentioned tasks. According
to the authors, the best performing models are often based on ensemble classifiers (e.g.,
SVM, LSTM, Logistic Regression, NN), CNN or BERT. The main focus of their article is a
comparative evaluation of Transformers and other deep models for the task of detecting FN
in Arabic. In [33] authors comparatively evaluate five machine learning algorithms: SVM,
Naive Bayes, Logistic Regression and RNN models. On the dataset used, experimental
results show that SVM and Naive Bayes outperform other methods. They do not report
evaluation of transformers nor CNN. In a more extended evaluation, the authors in [34]
evaluate seven machine learning models on three different datasets. The models used
are based on Random Forest, SVM, Gaussian Naive Bayes, AdaBoost, KNN, Multi-Layer
Perceptron and Gradient Boosting Algorithm. In terms of accuracy and F1 score, the
Gradient Boosting Algorithm outperforms the other proposed models. However, also in
this study, more experiments on deep models are missing. To address FN detection, also
non-textual information can be exploited. An interesting study is conducted in [35], where
authors propose a model for an early detection of FN on websites by classifying news
propagation paths.

To the best of our knowledge, a comparative study on several cutting-edge models
(deep and non-deep) based on textual information is missing. However, a relevant survey is
presented in [8] where existing algorithms, evaluation metrics and representative datasets
are discussed. Finally, it is worth mentioning a study conducted in [36]. There, authors
compare performances of humans and automatic classifiers for the task of detecting FN.

https://github.com/marco-siino/fake_news_spreaders_detection
https://github.com/marco-siino/fake_news_spreaders_detection
http://www.fakenewschallenge.org
http://www.fakenewschallenge.org
https://fever.ai/2018/task.html
https://pan.webis.de/clef20/pan20-web/author-profiling.html
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2.2. Fake News Spreaders Detection

As reported in the previous section, the detection of FN tackled as verification task
has already received considerable research attention. However, there are only few studies
that have addressed the problem from a user or author profiling perspective. The rationale
behind this perspective is based on the hypothesis that with these profiling tools we could
identify FNS in order to raise their awareness on FN. In addition, it is possible to investigate
if nFNS have different characteristics compared to FNS. For example, nFNS may use
different linguistic patterns when they share posts compared to FNS.

A recent shared task about FNS profiling is the one discussed in [16]. The task, hosted
at PAN@CLEF2020, focuses on determining whether or not the author of a Twitter feed is
keen to spread FN. A multilingual corpus (i.e., English and Spanish datasets) with Twitter
data was provided by the organisers. Participants at the task used traditional approaches,
mainly SVM, Logistic Regression or a combination of both depending on the language.
Random Forest was the third most used classification algorithm. Ensembles of classifiers
were used by various authors. Furthermore, models based on Decision Tree, Random
Forest and XGB, Random Forest and Naive Bayes with XGBoost, NN with Dense layer
and ensemble of a GRU-based aggregation model with CNN were proposed. The best
result has been obtained in ex aequo by an SVM-based model and a Logistic Regression
ensemble. In particular, the former is based on combinations of character and word n-
grams and SVM [37]. The latter, is a Logistic Regression ensemble of five sub-models:
n-grams with Logistic Regression, n-grams with SVM, n-grams with Random Forest, n-
grams with XGBoost and XGBoost with features based on textual descriptive statistics,
such as the average length of the tweets or their lexical diversity [38]. However, only a few
participants experimented with more deep learning approaches (e.g., Fully-Connected NN,
CNN, LSTM, or Bi-LSTM with self-attention).

In [39] the authors extend the CoAID dataset [40] to address the task of automatic
detecting FNS or nFNS of COVID-19 related news. The authors present a stacked and
Transformer-based NN that combines the Transformer capabilities of computing sentence
embeddings with a deep learning model. In [41], the authors use feed psycholinguistic
and linguistic features into a CNN model to profile FNS and nFNS. The experimental
results show that their proposed model is effective to classify a user as FNS or nFNS. The
authors compare their results on a dataset specifically built for their task. However, the
only Transformer used is BERT and deep models are not well-explored. In addition, their
proposed model has been tested in [42] on the same dataset we used here (i.e., the one
provided for PAN@CLEF2020). They report poor results. Specifically, the model tested
reaches a binary accuracy of 0.52 and of 0.51 on the English and Spanish dataset, respectively.
In their article [42], they propose a new model that uses personality information and visual
features, outperforming the two winning models at PAN@CLEF2020 on both languages.

To the best of our knowledge, our study is the first that compares several SotA Trans-
formers models, and other deep and non-deep models. In addition, we propose the best
performing model on the multilingual dataset provided for PAN@CLEF2020. Furthermore,
we provide a linguistic analysis of the dataset in order to have a eye-bird view of the data
we are feeding to each model. Then we analyse post-hoc the features attentioned by the
best performing deep model to classify FNS and nFNS. Based on our results, in contrast to
those reported in the literature, Transformers are not the best choice for FNS profiling on
this specific task.

3. Materials and Methods

In this section we present the architectures of the models presented, the dataset analysis
and the experimental setup.

3.1. Models Architectures

In this subsection we briefly introduce the architectures used in our experiments.
Pretrained models are shortly discussed referencing the specific pretrained version. Dealing
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with a multilingual dataset, we select the appropriate pretrained versions for English
and Spanish.

• BERT. Presented in [43], BERT is one of the first language representation model pre-
sented. It is designed to pre-train bidirectional representations, by jointly conditioning
on both left and right context, starting from unlabeled text. The model is pretrained
using two objectives: (1) Masked language modeling (MLM): taking a sentence, the
model randomly masks 15% of the words in the input then run the entire masked
sentence through the model and has to predict the masked words, (2) Next sentence
prediction (NSP): the models concatenates two masked sentences as inputs during
pretraining. Sometimes they correspond to sentences that were next to each other in
the original text, sometimes not. The model then has to predict if the two sentences
were following each other or not. The model can be fine-tuned with just one additional
output layer depending on the task. For the English dataset we implemented the
original bert-base presented in [43] while for the Spanish dataset we used BETO, the
pretrained Spanish version discussed in [44].

• DistilBERT. Given the interesting results obtained in [45] we implemented for our
task a DistilBERT [46] model. DistilBERT is a method to pre-train a general-purpose
language representation model. The result is a smaller model if compared to BERT.
Thanks to a distillation process, in DistilBERT the size of a BERT model is reduced by
40%, while retaining 97% of its language understanding capabilities and being 60%
faster. For the English dataset we implemented the original distilbert-base presented
in [46] while for the Spanish dataset we used the pretrained version extracted from
distilbert-base-multilingual-cased and discussed in [47].

• RoBERTa. Presenting a replication study of BERT pre-training, authors in [48] improve
the performances of BERT operating modifications to the pretrain phase of a BERT
model. These modifications include: (1) training the model longer, with bigger batches;
(2) removing the next sentence prediction objective; (3) training on longer sequences;
and (4) dynamically changing the masking pattern applied to the training data. For
the English dataset we implemented the version of RoBERTa presented in [48], while
for the Spanish dataset we used the version of RoBERTa pretrained with a total of
570 GB of clean and deduplicated text. The text is compiled from the web crawlings
performed by the National Library of Spain (Biblioteca Nacional de España) from 2009
to 2019 and discussed in [49].

• ELECTRA. Presented in [50], instead of masking the input as in BERT, ELECTRA
implies replacing some tokens with plausible alternatives sampled from a small gener-
ator network. Then, instead of training a model that predicts the original identities
of the corrupted tokens, a discriminative model is trained to predicts whether each
token in the corrupted input was replaced by a generator sample or not. For the
English dataset we implemented the original version presented in [50], for the Spanish
dataset we used an ELECTRA model trained on the same Large Spanish Corpus used
in BETO.

• Longformer. Transformer-based models are unable to process long sequences due to
their self-attention operation, which scales quadratically with the sequence length.
To address this limitation in [51] authors introduce the Longformer. Thanks to an
attention mechanism that scales linearly with sequence length, processing documents
of thousands of tokens or longer should be easier. Longformer uses a combination of a
sliding window (local) attention and global attention. Global attention is based on the
task to allow the model to learn task-specific representations. For the English dataset
we used the original pretrained version presented in [51], for the Spanish dataset we
implemented the version pretrained on: (1) Encyclopedic articles from Wikipedia
in Spanish, (2) News from Wikinews in Spanish, (3) Texts from the Spanish corpus
AnCora ( http://clic.ub.edu/corpus/en, accessed on 15 August 2022), which is a mix
from different newswire and literature sources.

http://clic.ub.edu/corpus/en
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• XLNet. The approach proposed in [52] is a generalised autoregressive pretraining
method. It enables learning bidirectional contexts by maximizing the expected like-
lihood over all permutations of the factorization order. On several tasks (including
question answering, natural language inference, sentiment analysis, and document
ranking) XLNet outperforms BERT, often by a large margin. A well-established XLNet
pretrained on a Spanish corpus is missing. So in our study we implemented the same
pretrained XLNet for both datasets. Evaluating, in this case, a zero-shot cross lingual
transfer [53].

• CNN. The shallow CNN tested is based on the one presented in [54] and is shown
in Figure 1. This CNN is a novel architecture developed and tuned specifically for
this work. In the PAN2021 author profiling task, a very similar architecture was
able to win the challenge, ranking first against over 60 participating teams (https:
//pan.webis.de/clef21/pan21-web/author-profiling.html, accessed on 15 August
2022). The CNN is based on a word embedding layer, a single convolutional layer,
a max pooling layer, a dense layer, a global average pooling layer and a final single
dense unit layer. As proved by its results, on a similar binary classification task, the
model is able to outperform Transformer-based models and several other deep and
non-deep model as reported in [55].

• Multi Channel CNN. To further investigate the interesting results obtained by a
shallow CNN in [54], we tested a multi channel CNN similar to the one proposed
in [45]. Thanks to parallel channels, consisting of word embedding, convolutional and
max pooling layers, the model is able to capture different-sized windows of ngrams
compared to the single layer and single filter size of the shallow CNN tested here.

• SVM. Based on [56], we tested the sklearn SVC implementation (https://scikit-learn.
org/stable/modules/generated/sklearn.svm.SVC.html, accessed on 15 August 2022).
We used a linear kernel type with a value of 1.0 as regularization parameter.

• Naive Bayes. As firstly discussed in [57] and as empirically proved along the years
by the interesting results obtained on several text classification tasks, we imple-
mented a Multinomial Naive Bayes classifier from sklearn MultinomialNB imple-
mentation (https://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/generated/sklearn.naive_bayes.
MultinomialNB.html, accessed on 15 August 2022). MultinomialNB implements the
naive Bayes algorithm for multinomially distributed data where data are typically
represented as word vector counts.

Figure 1. The shallow CNN model used in our experiments. The network is able to outperform any
other existing approach on the same dataset and is further analysed in our study.

3.2. Dataset Analysis

Although there are currently several datasets containing fake news spreader feeds, to
conduct our study we needed a dataset with a strong baseline, to verify the consistence of
the results obtained in our study. Using the PFNSoT dataset we were able to detect that, in
fact, responses of the models evaluated here are consistent with some of the participants at
the PFNSoT task. By integrating other datasets into our work we would not have been able
to deal with such a high number of model architectures as those presented at PFNSoT. In
this way we were able to conduct our model and linguistic analysis on consistent results.
Eventually, a multilingual dataset as the PFNSoT one, possibly allowed to us the detection
of common traits of FNS using different languages.

The PFNSoT is a multilingual dataset made of Spanish and English tweets. For each
language, the data collected is made of 100 tweets per author and 150 authors per class (i.e.,
FNS and nFNS) in the training set, and 100 authors per class in the test set. We decided
to use the PFNSoT dataset for two main reasons: PAN has a long tradition in organizing

https://pan.webis.de/clef21/pan21-web/author-profiling.html
https://pan.webis.de/clef21/pan21-web/author-profiling.html
https://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/generated/sklearn.svm.SVC.html
https://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/generated/sklearn.svm.SVC.html
https://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/generated/sklearn.naive_bayes.MultinomialNB.html
https://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/generated/sklearn.naive_bayes.MultinomialNB.html
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shared tasks; our extensive tests on several SotA models are in this way comparable with
the other participants’ results.

Although task organisers encouraged the submission of multilingual models, submis-
sions of models dealing only with one language were also allowed. As reported in the
task overview, participant results were lower for the English language in terms of binary
accuracy. To know more about the dataset, we quantitatively and qualitatively investigated
it using established corpus linguistics methods, implemented in the online well-known
corpus linguistics tool, Sketch Engine [58] (https://www.sketchengine.eu, accessed on 15
August 2022).

3.2.1. Compare Corpora

In this subsection we report a quantitative description of the Spanish and English
datasets. Since we used corpus linguistics tools to carry out the analysis, in this section we
use the term corpus (plural, corpora) to refer to each dataset. Table 1 provides an high-level
description of the Spanish and English corpora, in terms of number of tokens identified
in the tweets written by the same typology of authors. The corpora are also divided into
subcorpora, class-wisely grouping tweets released as training and test data. In the table,
each corpus is labelled by specifying the language, the class and the partitioning criterion
of the corpus. For example, the corpus es_train_0 collects the Spanish tweets (es_train_0 )
contained in the training set (es_train_0) written by nFNS authors (es_train_0), while es_1
to the totality (training and test sets) of tweets in Spanish written by FNS. While in the
Spanish corpus there is a relevant difference in size between corpus 0 and corpus 1—and
this difference in size is kept also in the training and test data—it is not the case in the
English dataset, in which the two classes have almost the same number of tokens both in
train and test data. However, the difference in size in the Spanish dataset is not as big as to
prevent corpus comparison in terms of common tokens (i.e., similar linguistic register used
by the authors). For this comparison, we applied a chi-square (X2) test [59] by using the
built-in function of Sketch Engine, Compare Corpora. Thus, we compared train_0, train_1,
test_0, and test_1 of both languages. In this way, we obtained two confusion matrices,
reported in Figure 2, showing values greater of or equal to 1, with 1 indicating identity. The
higher the value, the larger the difference between the two compared subcorpora.

Table 1. Dataset summary.

Subcorpus Name # Tokens Percentage Total

es_0 832,755 53.71% 1,550,505
es_1 717,750 46.29%

en_0 669,519 50.57% 1,323,982
en_1 654,463 49.43%

es_train_0 500,003 54.04% 925,152
es_train_1 425,149 45.96%

en_train_0 402,788 50.92% 791,024
en_train_1 388,236 49.08%

es_test_0 332,752 53.21% 625,353
es_test_1 292,601 46.79%

en_test_0 266,731 50.04% 532,958
en_test_1 266,227 49.96%

Spanish Corpus Matrix. We assumed 1.74 as reference measure for all the other
comparisons, since it indicates the difference between train_0 and train_1, i.e., the data
that models use for training. As reported in this matrix, the similarity measure between
test_0 and train_0 is 1.36, which is 0.38 points smaller than the reference measure. The
same applies to test_1 and train_1: their similarity measure is 1.41, which is 0.33 points
smaller than the reference measure. The fact that the difference between the reference

https://www.sketchengine.eu
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measure and the class-wise train and test similarity measure is a bit higher in nFNS might
indicate that FNS are slightly more difficult to identify. In addition, it is worth noticing
that, since the similarity measure between train_0 and test_1 (i.e., 1.57) is smaller than the
reference measure we assumed, this also might support the idea that FNS authors will
be more difficult to identify than nFNS authors (in contrast, train_1 and test_0 similarity
measure is 1.79, which is bigger than the reference measure, 1.74).

(a) (b)

Figure 2. Comparing English and Spanish corpora: confusion matrices obtained with the chi-square
test. The value 1.00 indicates identity between the compared subcorpora. The greater the value, the
more different the subcorpora. (a) Spanish dataset. (b) English dataset.

English Corpus Matrix. In this matrix the reference measure given by the difference
between train_0 and train_1 is 1.83. While the difference between train_1 and test_1 is
below this value (i.e., 1.58 < 1.83)—although with a smaller gap than the same difference in
the Spanish dataset (Spanish: 0.33, English: 0.25)—the similarity measure between train_0
and test_0 differs from the reference measure by just 0.01—in the Spanish dataset is 0.38.
This might suggest that systems may have more troubles in identifying nFNS. However,
if we look at the difference between train_0 and test_1 and train_1 and test_0, we have
similarity measures of 1.89 and 1.87, respectively, which are both slightly higher than the
reference measure.

Comparing what emerged from these matrices and the error analysis carried out
in [16], we noticed that our hypotheses are consistent with the aggregated task participant
results. In the Spanish corpus, according to their confusion matrix, nFNS were predicted
correctly 80% of the time, while FNS only 65% of the time, confirming de facto that FNS
were harder to identify than nFNS in this corpus as indicated in our matrix (Figure 2a).
In the English corpus, they reported a higher confusion from nFNS towards FNS, with
nFNS correctly predicted 64% of the time and FNS 70%, confirming again what emerged
from the matrix in Figure 2b. In addition, the fact that systems performed better on the
Spanish corpus could be explained by a similarity measure nearer to 1 (i.e., indicating a
higher similarity between the training set of that class and the correspondent test set) than
that of the English corpus. These matrices obtained comparing corpora on Sketch Engine,
then, might be useful to predict system errors in various corpora. However, looking only at
these matrices, it is not possible to state what differs between the corpora. Then, we used
other Sketch Engine facilities to gain insight into what actually differs between them.

3.2.2. Keywords

Despite the term keyword is widely used outside corpus linguistics, in this field it
is used for quantitatively highlight trends in the corpora. Specifically, through keyword
analysis it is possible to retrieve tokens that are statistically characteristic of a (sub)corpus
when comparing it with another (sub)corpus (see [60] for a comprehensive exposition of
the subject). For both language corpora, we used Keywords to identify what distinguishes
the two classes. To do so, we used once FNS as focus corpus and nFNS data as reference
corpus, and vice versa. In this way, we pointed out focus corpus keywords as compared to
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the reference corpus. Keywords in Sketch Engine are sorted according to their Keyness
score, which is calculated as shown in Equation (1). In the expression, fpmfocus stands
for normalised per million frequency of the word in the focus corpus, fpmref stands for
normalised per million frequency of the word in the reference corpus, and N indicates
the simplemath parameter, which is used to handle words that only occur in the focus
corpus and not in the reference corpus (avoiding the problem of dividing by zero), and to
decide whether to give importance to more frequent words or to less frequent words. In
fact, different values of simplemath can be used to sort the keywords in the list differently.
Generally, higher values of simplemath rank higher more common words; lower values
of simplemath rank higher more rare words [61]. We decided to focus on core-vocabulary
words, neither so rare nor so common, setting the simplemath parameter to 100. In Table 2
we report the first 50 keywords of both corpora.

Keynessscore =
f pm f ocus + N
f pmre f + N

(1)

Spanish Corpus Keywords. Focusing on the authors labelled as nFNS (corpus 0 as
focus) and FNS (corpus 1 as focus), we extract keywords which are used differently by the
two groups of users (it is possible also that some tokens do not occur in both subcorpora).
Based on these keywords and inspecting the linguistic context (i.e., co-text) in which they
occur (using the Sketch Engine Concordance facility), we observed that nFNS (corpus 0)
share information about technology (4, 9, 10, 15, 17, 19 ‘mobile’ but also referred only
to mobile phones, 29 ‘screen’, 35 ‘users’), FN (14), toponyms (13, 18, 24–43), politics (20,
32), warnings (8, 11). Conversely, FNS (corpus 1) share information about mostly Latin
American artists, music and related (5 ‘premiere’, 8–4, 9, 11–13, 15, 17, 29–39, 41, 45, 46,
47, 48–20, 50), videos (2, 3, 10, 19), shocking or last minute news (5, 7–6, 18–22, 35–28, 37),
and also galvanize users to get involved (1 ‘join us’, 14 ‘download’, 23, 31 ‘2ps-forget’, 34
‘share it’).

In addition, it is worth noting the way in which the two groups use capitalization.
While focusing on nFNS, keywords are well-written and capitalization is used in a standard
manner (with some exceptions specific to the medium of communication, i.e., Twitter),
when we look at FNS keywords, we notice misspellings (missing accents in 1, 4, 7, 18, 35),
Latin American spelling (2, 3) and much more capitalised words. This led us to decide to
keep capitalization during the preprocessing phase.

English Corpus Keywords. Based on the keywords reported in Table 2, and looking
at their co-text, we observed that nFNS talk about TV shows and related (2, 3, 4, 7, 11, 28,
29, 36, 43), fashion and related (12, 17, 20, 24, 25, 27), and invite to action (6, 18, 31). FNS,
conversely, write about politics (2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 13, 21, 23, 24, 30, 37, 40), famous people and
gossip (1, 9, 12, 14, 17, 27, 28, 31, 35, 39), entertainment (19-28, 29), but also warnings about
FN (8, 11, 15).

Table 2. Spanish and English corpora—Keywords.

Spanish Corpus First 50 Keywords of nFNS—Corpus 0 as Focus and Corpus 1 as Reference

1 T 11 PRECAUCIÓN 21 qué 31 seguridad 41 información
2 HASHTAG 12 tuit 22 to 32 PodemosCMadrid 42 esa
3 Buenos 13 Albacete 23 added 33 hemos 43 Mancha
4 Android 14 bulos 24 Castilla-La 34 han 44 sociales
5 h 15 Google 25 Pues 35 usuarios 45 Os
6 he 16 artículo 26 sí 36 servicio 46 cómo
7 sentido 17 Xiaomi 27 Albedo 37 RT 47 Nuevos
8 RECOMENDACIONES 18 León 28 algo 38 datos 48 pruebas
9 Samsung 19 móvil 29 pantalla 39 os 49 Gracias
10 Galaxy 20 Cs_Madrid 30 disponible 40 playlist 50 creo
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Table 2. Cont.

Spanish Corpus First 50 Keywords of FNS—Corpus 1 as Focus and Corpus 0 as Reference

1 Unete 11 Lapiz 21 Dominicana 31 OLVIDES 41 Concierto
2 VIDEO 12 Vida 22 Fuertes 32 Joven 42 Acaba
3 Video 13 Conciente 23 Follow 33 Años 43 Muere
4 Clasico 14 DESCARGAR 24 DE 34 COMPÁRTELO 44 Hombre
5 ESTRENO 15 Mozart 25 Su 35 IMAGENES 45 Secreto
6 MINUTO 16 De 26 Descargar 36 Le 46 ft
7 ULTIMO 17 Ft 27 añadido 37 IMPACTANTE 47 Preview
8 Mayor 18 Imagenes 28 FUERTES 38 Accidente 48 lista
9 Alfa 19 Official 29 Don 39 Miguelo 49 Republica
10 Oficial 20 reproducción 30 Del 40 Remedios 50 Omega

English Corpus First 50 Keywords of nFNS—Corpus 0 as Focus and Corpus 1 as Reference

1 Via 11 Synopsis 21 Tie 31 Check 41 isabelle
2 Promo 12 Styles 22 qua 32 Academy 42 AAPL
3 Review 13 Lane 23 Bayelsa 33 Ankara 43 fashion
4 Episode 14 GQMagazine 24 du 34 rabolas 44 Date
5 PHOTOS 15 Mariska 25 Robe 35 PhD 45 esme
6 Read 16 Hargitay 26 NYFA 36 Spoilers 46 isla
7 Actor 17 Nigerian 27 Tendance 37 DE 47 Marketing
8 TrackBot 18 READ 28 Supernatural 38 story 48 Link
9 RCN 19 br 29 Film 39 Draw 49 prinny
10 AU 20 beauty 30 Bilson 40 University 50 your

English Corpus first 50 Keywords of FNS—Corpus 1 as Focus and Corpus 0 as Reference

1 Jordyn 11 ALERT 21 Schiff 31 tai 41 Price
2 realDonaldTrump 12 Grande 22 InStyle 32 Him 42 Says
3 Trump 13 Biden 23 Democrats 33 Her 43 post
4 Donald 14 Meghan 24 Trump’s 34 Twitter 44 About
5 Hillary 15 NEWS 25 His 35 Markle 45 rally
6 Obama 16 published 26 After 36 Jonas 46 BUY
7 Clinton 17 Ariana 27 Reveals 37 border 47 Bernie
8 FAKE 18 Webtalk 28 Snoop 38 Khloe 48 Tristan
9 Woods 19 Viral 29 Thrones 39 Scandal 49 tweet
10 RelNews 20 added 30 Border 40 Pelosi 50 FBI

Differently from what emerged from keyword analysis in the Spanish corpus, in the
English corpus it is not predictable to which class the first 50 keywords belong. In addition,
tweets about FN alerts should not be in FNS data.

3.2.3. Word Sketch Difference

One of the original features of Sketch Engine is the possibility of outlining the be-
haviour of a word in a corpus using the Word Sketch facility. With its extension, called
Word Sketch Difference, it is possible to compare two words observing differences in use
or to compare how the same word is used in two different corpora. We used Word Sketch
Difference to see how the same word is used by the two groups (i.e., FNS and nFNS) in
the two corpora (i.e., English and Spanish datasets). We looked at the modifiers of the
word accident, accidente in Spanish, because it is a word occurring in the two corpora and in
the two classes, and because we expected a different use by the two groups which should
not be due just to frequency. In Table 3 we report all the modifiers associated to accidente
and accident, taken as lemma. In Figure 3, we show the distribution of their modifiers in
the Spanish (Figure 3a) and English (Figure 3b) corpora. In both figures, on the left, the
image shows the modifiers which are mostly associated with the selected lemma in FNS
tweets; on the right, those associated to the lemma in nFNS tweets; in the middle, those
employed by both groups (empty in the English corpus). The bigger the circle, the higher
the frequency. In the Spanish corpus, even though in FNS tweets accidente occurs more, it
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is associated mostly with two connotative modifiers (terrible and trágico). It is interesting
to notice a correlation between the modifiers of accident in the English corpus with those
used in the Spanish one: the use of tragic (in Spanish trágico) occurring in FNS subcorpus,
while fatal (in Spanish mortal), and vehicles defining the type of accident, occurring in nFNS
subcorpus. The presence of these modifiers might indicate that more subjective language is
used in FNS data—as trágico, terrible and tragic suggest—while, in nFNS, the news about
the accident seems to be reported in a more objective way.

Table 3. Modifiers of ACCIDENTE and ACCIDENT in the corpora.

Spanish Corpus English Corpus

Modifiers nFNS FNS Modifiers nFNS FNS

vial 2 0 single-car 1 0

infortunado 1 0 Dangote 1 0

ferroviario 1 0 motorcycle 2 0

mortal 1 0 truck 1 0

aéreo 1 0 train 1 0

múltiple 1 0 fatal 1 0

grave 1 0 car 0 1

laboral 2 2 theme 0 1

aparatoso 1 5 Park 0 1

propio 0 2 tragic 0 1

cerebrovascular 0 1 snowmobile 0 1

automovilístico 0 2 N.L. 0 1

trágico 0 8

terrible 0 19

(a) (b)

Figure 3. Visualization of modifiers of accidente and accident in the Spanish and English corpora,
respectively. (a) Spanish corpus. (b) English corpus.

3.3. Experimental Setup

All our tests were performed on Google Colab with TensorFlow on NVIDIA Tesla K80
GPUs. For the pretrained models we used the Simple Transformers (https://simpletransformers.
ai/about/, accessed on 15 August 2022). Each transformer implemented come from the trans-
formers library presented here [62]. Batch size is equal to 1 for all models. We fine-tune the
pre-trained models for 10 epochs performing early stopping accordingly to the binary accu-
racy on the test set. The non-pretrained deep models (CNN and MultiCNN) are trained for
100 epochs. For the evaluation of each model performances we adopt the protocol used in [48],
i.e., we execute five random initialisation (with early stopping for each run) reporting the
median as model result. With this protocol we were able to select the best result obtained by
each model for each run, reporting the median as the most representative value for future and

https://simpletransformers.ai/about/
https://simpletransformers.ai/about/
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generic executions of our code. The results of our experiments can be explored looking at the
raw files of the notebook hosted on GitHub. For each model we already reported references to
the original implementation with the experimental setup of every architecture. The dataset we
used is presented in [16] and available under request.

4. Results and Discussion

In accordance to the official metric used for the shared task, in this study we evaluate
each model using binary accuracy defined as follows:

Accuracy =
tp + tn

tp + tn + f p + f n
(2)

where tp stands for true positive over the positive class (i.e., FNS). Since the dataset is
class-balanced, accuracy defined as in (2) is an effective metric for the binary classification
task of classifying a user as FNS or nFNS.

In Figure 4 is reported the average accuracy of each model evaluated. AVG accuracy
is calculated averaging the accuracy in each language (Spanish and English). In Table 4
detailed results of the experiments are reported. As already discussed, the binary accuracies
reported are the median over five random initialzations on the test set, except for SVM
and Naive Bayes, because their deterministic nature allow to report accuracy in a single
run. For the same reason standard deviation of these two models is not reported in the
table. The standard deviation is calculated using the five accuracies over the five random
initialisations. This metric further provides information on the ability of each model to
replicate constant results over several runs. As hypothesised during our preliminary
linguistic analysis, performances over the English test set are worse compared to the
Spanish test set for all the models evaluated. The results indicate the shallow CNN as the
best performing model on both test sets (English and Spanish), and the one achieving the
smallest standard deviation on the Spanish test set. The smallest standard deviation over
the English test set is obtained by the Multi-CNN. Transformer-based models generally
perform worst in terms of standard deviation. It is interesting that the linear SVM is
able to outperform any Transformers on the Spanish test set, but ELECTRA. On the other
hand, Naive Bayes on the English Test Set, is able to perform better (or equal, compared
to RoBERTa) of any Transformer evaluated. Given the size of each sample in the dataset,
results are in line with those reported in other studies, e.g., [63]. As far as Longformer
is concerned, we expected a better performance from it. It is worth bearing in mind that
each sample within train and test sets contains a feed of the last 100 tweets of a single user.
This size would perfectly fit the information that a Longformer can manage. However, the
results suggest that this is not enough to capture relevant user features based on the whole
thread of each user. These low performances could be motivated by the fact that the user
is not represented with a long consistent text. The 100-tweet sequence per user cannot be
considered as a text (i.e., a coherent stretch of language), because each tweet is not always
and directly linked to the previous and to the next one. To this content fragmentation could
be due the poor performances of the Longformer. Contrarily to Transformers, for the CNN,
fragmentation could be a positive feature. In fact, the 100-tweet thread per user could be
seen as a picture composed by 100 different parts, each representing an aspect—represented
in 280 pixels (because their longest sequence in tweets is 280 characters)—of the full picture.
Some users are more diverse than others, depending on the variety in their feed. Since
CNN filters are able to scan each content window and focus on the relevant features, it is
not surprising that they are able to cope well with image classification/recognition, which
in our opinion is comparable to the content fragmentation we have in this task. Apart from
this, from our experimental evaluation it emerges that non-deep models are not a second
choice compared to Transformers. In fact, a simple ensemble of Naive Bayes and SVM
models could achieve better performances than Transformers on this and on similar binary
classification tasks as reported in Section 2.
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In Table 5 the results of the PAN@CLEF2020 task are reported. As already discussed
in Section 2 none of the winners implemented deep models and as reported in [16] a very
small number of participants submitted Transformer-based models. It is worth noting that
the best performing model evaluated here (CNN) over the five random initialisations is
able to reach, on the best run, a binary accuracy of 0.760 for English and 0.820 for Spanish,
outperforming any other submitted model at PAN@CLEF2020.

Table 4. Models accuracies and standard deviation. For non-deterministic models accuracy is the
median over five runs. In the table, the best results are shown in bold.

English Spanish

Acc σ Acc σ

CNN 0.715 0.022 0.815 0.005
Multi-CNN 0.545 0.004 0.670 0.013
BERT 0.625 0.036 0.735 0.018
RoBERTa 0.695 0.014 0.735 0.024
ELECTRA 0.630 0.016 0.760 0.015
DistilBERT 0.645 0.016 0.725 0.014
XLNet 0.675 0.020 0.710 0.070
Longformer 0.685 0.041 0.695 0.007
Naive Bayes 0.695 - 0.695 -
SVM 0.630 - 0.755 -

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1

CNN

Multi-CNN

BERT

RoBERTa

ELECTRA

DistilBERT

XLNet

Longformer

Naive Bayes

SVM

0.61

0.68

0.72

0.7

0.69

0.69

0.69

0.7

0.69

0.77

Figure 4. Average accuracy of each model evaluated. AVG accuracy is calculated averaging the
accuracy in each language (Spanish and English).

Table 5. PAN@CLEF2020 Results (https://pan.webis.de/clef20/pan20-web/author-profiling.html,
accessed on 15 August 2022). Firsts three positions plus baselines provided by organizers.

Position Team English Spanish AVG

1 bolonyai20 0.750 0.805 0.777
1 pizarro20 0.735 0.820 0.777

- SYMANTO (LDSE) 0.745 0.790 0.767

3 koloski20 0.715 0.795 0.755
3 deborjavalero20 0.730 0.780 0.755
3 vogel20 0.725 0.785 0.755

- SVM + c nGrams 0.680 0.790 0.735
- NN + w nGrams 0.690 0.700 0.695
- LSTM 0.560 0.600 0.580
- RANDOM 0.510 0.500 0.505

https://pan.webis.de/clef20/pan20-web/author-profiling.html
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5. Post-Hoc Model Analysis

In Section 3.2, we observe that keywords are good indicators to distinguish the two
FNS and nFNS classes, as corroborated also by the results of the Bayesian model reported
in Table 4. However, the CNN-based model must go beyond these frequency differences as
its results suggest. In this section, we provide a post-hoc analysis of intermediate model
outputs, devised to shed light on the CNN behaviour. In particular, we analyse the outputs
of three hidden layers: embedding layer, convolutional layer and global average pooling
layer. These are the model layers that, can be analysed by relating the outputs to the inputs
to better understand the overall classification decision. Although hybrid approaches have
been exploited for eXplainable AI [64], the CNN tested here can be defined as a shallow
neural model. Thus, it can be analyzed mapping each layer outputs to its inputs.

5.1. Word Embedding Layer Output

After the training, we visualised in the Embedding projector two clearly distinguish-
able clusters, as reported in Figure 5a. To verify how these two clusters are related to
the two classes, we labelled the words represented there. To do so, we extracted 3959
keywords using our Bayesian model—precisely, we extracted 1980 most frequent tokens
in corpus 0 and 1979 most frequent tokens in corpus 1—and labelled them accordingly.
Then, we visualised them in the embedding space of the trained CNN model, as shown in
Figure 5b. Note that we used key tokens retrieved by the Bayesian model and not those
obtained using Sketch Engine, because the former has the same tokenization of the CNN
model. We excluded tokens occurring in both corpora 0 and 1. Figure 5b confirms that
the two clouds are closely related to the two task classes. Red dots refers to FNS, blue
dots to nFNS. Exploring these clouds, we can find some of the keywords also identified
using Sketch Engine Keywords (cfr. Table 2). In Figure 6a,b, we highlighted Unete as FNS
keyword and bulos as nFNS keyword. Apart from Unete, in Figure 6a we can find other
keywords individuated in the preliminary analysis conducted in Section 3.2. Of course,
since Sketch Engine tokenization differs from that of the CNN model, we cannot have a one
to one correspondence. While, for example, following the standard tokenization in Sketch
Engine we can distinguish cased and uncased letters, it is not the case with punctuation,
which is always kept apart. In the embedding space, we can notice that the tokens with a
higher keyness score are positioned farther than the other cluster (see for example Unete
in Figure 6a). Thus, this could suggest that in the embedding space tokens are located
according to their keyness score.

(a) (b)

Figure 5. Word embedding as visualised in a 3-dimensional space. (a) Unlabelled word embedding
space (75,999 points). (b) Labelled word embedding space (3959 points).
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(a) (b)

Figure 6. Visualization of FNS and nFNS keywords in the labelled embedding space. (a) Label 1.
(b) Label 0.

5.2. Convolutional Layer Output

The output of each filter of the convolutional layer was searched for finding maximum
and minimum values in the output tensor. Our hypothesis is that these values correspond
to some tweets, captured by the filter window, showing some of the relevant linguistic
features we found during our preliminary analysis. Reverse mapping the input tokens
corresponding to the filter window, we identified the 32-token windows with maximum
and minimum values assigned. The 32-token windows receiving the maximum value
are those considered important by the convolutional layer filters and, consequently, pass
also the max pooling layer. Thus, we randomly downloaded 15 samples per class (10% of
the train) together with the 32-token windows with the maximum and minimum values
assigned. These 32-token windows consist of maximum three complete tweets. We noticed
that the majority of the 32 filters outputted a maximum or minimum value for the same
windows of tokens (with a variation of a few tokens) per author sample. This behavior
suggests that a lower number of filters could have been enough for capturing the token
patterns which are more relevant for classifying an author as FNS or nFNS. We observed
that giving as input the whole collection of 100 tweets per author produced two or three
peaks in the filter output that are clearly distinguishable from the other local maximum
values. An example of output corresponding to the complete filtering of a reference author
found by the first convolutional filter is graphically shown in Figure 7. The document—
i.e., the author’s 100 tweets—consists of about 2000 tokens, then it is padded up to 4060.
The output of this filter shows a global maximum in position 1739, indicating that in
that 32-token window there are relevant features. To see what this window contains, we
looked at our vocabulary and did a reverse mapping. We applied this procedure to all
the windows with maximum and minimum valued tokens, allowing an analysis of the
linguistic features that the best performing model considers most or less important when
classifying the sample.

Analysing FNS and nFNS 32-token windows considered important by the filters, we
found some patterns, reported below, corresponding to specific topics and tweet style, such
as the usage of the first person or the formulation of a question.
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Figure 7. Output of the first convolutional layer after convolving one of the 32 filters over the
input provided. The maximum value corresponds to the token in position 1739 and the minimum
corresponds to the token in position 1673. The sample shown consists of less than 1500 tokens, hence
the document is padded up to 4060.

FNS Patterns. We found both features in accordance with our preliminary analysis
and not. On the one hand, in these windows of FNS samples, we found information about:
1. tricks, miracle foods or home remedies (e.g., El truco para secar la ropa sin necesidad de
tenderla—VÍDEO #URL#, ‘The trick to drying clothes without hanging them out to dry’);
2. sensitive (o strong) images or videos (e.g., FUERTE VÍDEO—Matan Hombre Por Violar
Niñas #URL# #URL#, ‘STRONG VIDEO—Man Killed For Raping Girls’); 3. music (e.g.,
Chimbala anuncia union entre algunos dembowseros para cambiar el sonido musical de ese genero!!!
#URL# Unete #USER#>, ‘Chimbala announces union between some dembowsers to change
the musical sound of this genre!!!’). On the other hand, we found also tweets containing:
1. personal opinions (e.g., no te vas a poner a dialogar sobre la cosntruccion de un nuevo pais, sobre
aristotles, pitagoras o engels., ‘you are not going to start a dialogue about the construction of
a new country, about Aristotle, Pythagoras or Engels.’); 2. political news we do not know
if they are fake or not (e.g., El nuevo Gobierno boliviano detendrá a diputados del partido de
Morales por [UNK] y sedición” #URL#, ‘The new Bolivian government will arrest deputies
from Morales’ party for [UNK] and sedition’).

nFNS Patterns. We noticed in nFNS sample windows: 1. complete questions (e.g., ¿Por
qué se nos riza el pelo? ¿Por qué crece pero las pestañas y el vello no? #URL# vía #USER#); 2.
series of mentions (from three up; two mentions in a row are also present in FNS sample
data) (e.g., #USER# #USER# #USER# #USER# #USER# #USER# #USER# Quería poner tocaros,
no tocarlos...); 3. politics (e.g., Se ha visto Srª #USER# en estas imágenes, a mi me da verguenza,
una diputada del congreso, ‘It has been seen Miss #USER in these images, it gives me shame,
a deputy of the congress’); 4. emojis (almost absent in FNS maximum outputs).

This analysis suggests that the CNN model might consider important the features
highlighted in the preliminary analysis of the dataset. However, what emerges is also that
this CNN model might be biased towards some topics (e.g., music for FNS and politics for
nFNS).

5.3. Global Average Pooling Output

Figure 8 shows the output of the global average pooling layer when the training set
is provided as input. On x-axis we represent the 32 units of the layer, on the y-axis the
values associated to each unit. For every sample of the set, a line is drawn connecting the
32 output values of each unit of the level. Blue lines represent FNS, while green nFNS.
Similarly, Figure 9 shows values of the 32-GAP-output units when test set samples are
provided to the CNN. In this case, some of the lines near to 0 values output fall outside
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their actual area. This might suggest that wrongly predicted samples are similar to the
opposite class, hence confusing our classifier when making predictions.

Figure 8. Global average pooling layer output providing the training test as model input. For both
classes (i.e., FNS and nFNS) every sample is correctly classified. In this case no overlapped lines are
visible between the two groups of lines (i.e., green or blue). Each line corresponds to an author.

Figure 9. Global average pooling layer output providing the full test set as model input. In this case
some errors are visible (i.e., green lines in blue-line zone and vice versa). It is worth noting that errors
in detection are often near to 0 values output. This might suggest that the 0.0 threshold value used to
separate the classes is small and this could possibly explain model mistakes.

Thus, we extracted 2 documents per class selecting one document whose 32-GAP-
output values are far from the 0 threshold and one near it, because we imagined that
highly characterised documents (i.e., documents which contain a high number of features
characteristic of their class) should be far from 0. As expected, the features highlighted
in the preliminary analysis are in a higher number in those documents whose 32-GAP-
output values are far from 0. In particular, 52% of tweets in the far-from-0 FNS document
start with VIDEO, DE ULTIMO MINUTO ‘breaking news’, ESTRENO, IMPACTANTE, or
DESCARGAR, 76% contain Unete at the end of the tweet (i.e., contain keywords of FNS as
reported in Table 2). Similarly, in the far-from-0 nFNS document, 19% of the total number
of tokens is made of #HASHTAG#, in addition to other keywords reported also in Table 2
such as Samsung, bulos, qué, informacíon, but also complete questions (starting with ¿ and
ending with ?) as emerged as important feature analysing the first convolutional layer
output. In the two documents whose 32-GAP-output values are near to 0, we found a
similar tweet (nFNS: He publicado una foto nueva en Facebook #URL#, ‘I have posted a new
photo on Facebook #URL#.’, and FNS: He publicado un vídeo nuevo en Facebook #URL#., ‘I
have posted a new video on Facebook #URL#.’) repeated more than once, 33 and 7 times
out of 100 in nFNS and FNS, respectively. This, not only, reduces the variety of features
available for classifying each document, but also it is a similar behaviour shared by the
two opposite-class authors. In addition, in both documents at least a quarter of tweets
are retweets (25% and 29% in nFNS and FNS, respectively), though different in nature. In
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particular, the analysed nFNS author retweeted mostly users’ personal opinion (e.g., about
politics), whilst the FNS author retweeted mostly crime news.

5.4. Qualitative Error Analysis

The CNN tested, in the best performing run on the Spanish dataset, reaches an
accuracy of 0.82 and fails to recognize 19 FNS and 17 nFNS authors, confirming that FNS
are slightly more difficult to identify than nFNS. Since it is worst to mistakenly label a
nFNS as a FNS, we decided to analyse the features of wrongly and correctly identified
nFNS—following the suggestion by [65] who propose that error analysis should also be
done on correctly identified samples to verify why the system performs well, especially
when using black-box models.

Since we suppose that the CNN model considers important for the classification the
distribution of keywords, we selected three nFNS samples—one wrongly identified as FNS
and two correctly identified as nFNS—containing keywords identified as a good predictor
of FNS. We found that the CNN model is able to distinguish different usages of the same
keyword. In Table 6, we show three different examples in which the lemma remedio (cfr.
Table 2) is used in two different ways. Examples 1 and 3 are similar to what can be found
in FNS tweets. Example 2 is very different from FNS authors’ usage. Since the model does
not make its decision based only on one tweet (the first convolutional layer takes 32-token
windows corresponding to maximum three complete tweets), we can suppose that the
presence of the tweets reported in Example 1 and 3 are not enough to assign the FNS label
to a nFNS. The author sharing the tweet in Example 1 was wrongly labelled as FNS by the
CNN model. The authors sharing the tweets in Examples 2 and 3 were correctly identified
as nFNS by the CNN model.

Table 6. Examples drawn from the nFNS Spanish test set.

Example Tweet Text

1 RT #USER#: Remedio casero para limpiar las juntas del
azulejo. #URL#

2 La venta de medicamentos con receta bajó todos los años
entre 2016 y 2019. Además, en 2018 la mitad de los hogares
pobres de CABA y el Conurbano debieron dejar de comprar
remedios por problemas económicos. Más info en esta nota
#URL# de #USER#. #URL#

3 Poderoso remedio casero para eliminar el colesterol de los
vasos sanguíneos y perder peso -... #URL#

The author that shared the tweet in Example 2, shared also several features in line
with what we found in the preliminary analysis for nFNS. This author, indeed, always
publishes where to find information concerning what they say and also shares information
on how to counteract misinformation, thus we might suppose that the CNN model pays
more attention to these features and not on the presence of that precise tweet containing a
keyword of FNS. Then, the question is why the authors sharing Example 1 and 3 are not
both wrongly—or correctly—predicted. The author who shared the tweet in Example 1,
not only uses the keyword remedio (used by many FNS), but also contains several variants
of one of the highly discriminant keywords pinpointed both by Sketch Engine and by the
Bayesian model, i.e., video. Conversely, the author sharing the tweet in Example 3, apart
from sharing powerful remedies, they ask many questions (and we saw in Section 5.2 that
the convolutional filters consider questions as good predictors of nFNS) and publishes
personal opinions in both explicit and implicit form (e.g., yo opino, ‘I think’; yo digo, ‘I say’;
yo comento, ‘I comment’).
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Hence, we supposed that the CNN model is able to discriminate also on the basis of
the presence of overtly expressed personal pronouns. We checked if FNS and nFNS use the
first person pronoun yo differently. We performed a Welch t test and found a statistically
significant p value of 0.0194 when inspecting together test and train, a p value not quite
statistically significant looking only at train data (0.0833), and a p value of 0.1158 in test data,
which is not statistically significant. Thus, we might suppose that since it was trained only
on train data, this difference should not be so discriminant. Then, we wanted to measure
if nFNS use more first-person verbs and pronouns than FNS (both singular and plural).
To obtain this type of information, we automatically parsed the dataset using the AnCora
pretrained model with UDPipe (https://lindat.mff.cuni.cz/services/udpipe/, accessed
on 15 August 2022) The linguistic annotation confirmed that nFNS tweets contain more
first-person tokens than FNS. Hence, we performed a Welch t. test to determine if this
difference is statistically significant. We found a p value less than 0.0001, thus extremely
statistically significant. We also investigated if also the second and the third person features
were significantly different and found a p value less than 0.0001 for each person (1, 2 and 3,
taken singularly) and also when aggregated. This last result suggests that these two classes
use differently verbs (and auxiliaries) and pronouns—the only parts of speech that can
have this morphological feature (i.e., person).

6. Conclusions

In this article, we presented a comparative evaluation of SotA models, with a special
focus on transformers, to address the task of FNS detection. We exploited corpus linguistics
techniques to guide the analysis of the multilingual dataset used as case study. As the
analysis of the dataset suggested, all the compared models performed better on the Spanish
test set. From the comparative evaluation, it emerges that attention-based models are not
the optimal solution for the analysed task. In fact, as far as FNS are concerned, deterministic
models, such as Naive Bayes and SVM, proved to perform better on the multilingual dataset
proposed at PAN@CLEF2020.

On the best performing model—a shallow CNN—we carried out a post-hoc analysis
of layers output. We observed similarities between the keywords dataset analysis and the
embedding space generated by the CNN. Two clearly-distinguishable clusters representing
the two different classes were outlined in the embedding space, and their position seems
correlating with their keyness score. The higher the keyness score, the farther the tokens
from the other cluster. Mapping the convolutional layer outputs to inputs, we analysed the
token windows having maximum and minimum local values. We observed that the CNN
filters assigned maximum values to different topics depending on the user class. It is not
clear if it is a topic bias in the dataset (music for FNS and politics for nFNS) or if it applies
also in real case scenarios.

In addition, a comparison between shallow and pre-trained models should be inves-
tigated. Probably the shallow CNN performs better because it can deal with variety in
users feed. This tendency is noted also in a similar sentiment analysis task—i.e., profiling
Hate Speech Spreaders on Twitter [55]—in which the best performing model is a CNN [54]
which outperformed the participating Transformer-based models.
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